WELCOMHOTEL GUNTUR
OVERVIEW
Home to the largest chilli market in Asia, Guntur is a bustling trading centre
for spices, cotton and other agricultural products along with being an up and
coming hub for education and medical institutions,
Showcasing commanding views of the city’s skyline, Welcomhotel Guntur,
a first-of-its-kind premium hotel in the city immerses guests in the spirit of
the region. Inspiring a constant sense of wonder, the interiors of the hotel pay
homage to nature and are adorned with bespoke expressions of the local arts
and crafts, while evoking a sense of space.
Centrally located with convenient connectivity to all commercial areas,
along with globally benchmarked facilities, Welcomhotel Guntur makes for
the perfect address for travelers to this city of spices.

ACCOMMODATION
The hotel has 104 well-appointed guest rooms, including 1 Presidential Suite, 4 Executive Suites
and 4 Junior Suites, ranging from 32 sq. mt. to 130 sq. mt. Each is designed to offer a relaxed and
contemporary environment and is dotted with a tasteful placement of the native crafts.

All accommodations offer:
• 24-hour room service
• Complimentary coffee and tea-making facility
• In-room electronic safe
• Smart TV
In addition to the above-mentioned facilities, the hotel provides high speed internet, airport
transfer, laundry, extra bed, 24/7 in-room dining, currency exchange, on-call doctors and
outsourced courier and travel desk services, on a chargeable basis.

DINING & AFTER HOURS
• WelcomCafé

• Peshawri

Opening into the hotel’s glazed facade, our tastefully
designed WelcomCafé is the perfect place to
satiate your hunger pangs with extensive buffets
and a-la-carte spreads. WelcomCafé also features
WelcomSthalika, which serves the region’s most
cherished delicacies on a single platter- thus
immersing you in an enjoyable culinary expedition of
the regional cuisine.

Enjoy the robust, coal-grilled flavours at our awardwinning speciality restaurant that celebrates the
romance of the rugged North-West Frontier of India.
Flavourful tandoor-cooked kebabs, vegetables and
breads will please your taste buds from 12:30 p.m.
to 3:00 p.m., and 7:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. Don’t forget
to try the globally-acclaimed Dal Bukhara.

• Swizzle
A window into the native tropical experience, Swizzle
echoes the aesthetics of the verdant plantations
juxtaposed against stylized old-world glamour,
making it the ideal place for stories and exuberant
conversations from 11.30 am to 11.30 pm.

BUSINESS & BANQUETING
Versatile for any occasion, the banquets are decoupage of neutral tones, abstract
textures and patterns with the prominent presence of architectural motifs.
The following spaces are available for business meetings, seminars, conferences,
weddings, parties and other bespoke events.
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MEETING ROOM 1 & 2

U SHAPE THEATER CLASSROOM CLUSTER RECEPTION

For business and banqueting inquiries, please write to welcomhotelguntur@itchotels.in

RECEPTION

WELLNESS & RECREATION
• Rejuvenate yourself at our signature spa, K by Kaya Kalp. Indulge in
a range of therapies including eclectic massages, beauty treatments
and more from 08:00 A.M. to 08:00 P.M.
• Enjoy a dip at our swimming pool from 6.00 AM to 7.00 PM.
A kid’s pool is also available on-site.
• Stay on top of your health at our round-the-clock 24x7 gym that
features state-of-the-art equipment to keep you fit and fabulous.

LOCATION
The hotel is located in Vidyanagar on the Ring Road, about 75 minutes from the
Vijayawada Airport and around 4 km away from the Guntur Railway Station.

Places to visit:
Nagarjuna Sagar Dam | Ethipothala Falls | Kondaveedu | Uppalapadu
Nature Conservation | Kotappakonda Trikutaparvattam | Mangalagiri
| Downtown Guntur | Amaravati | Viswa Nagar | Krishna Barrage |
Suryalanka Beach | Bhattiprolu | Amravati Stupa

4-5-10, Vidyanagar
Ring Road,
Guntur - 522007, India
For Reservations: 1800-419-6444
| reservations@itchotels.in |
www.itchotels.com
+91-863-2385000|
welcomhotelguntur@itchotels.in

